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In a sector where timely deliveries are pure
science fiction, Dilip Buildon is known for
delivering projects much before the
stipulated time
What is your outlook for the Indian construction sector? What is the outlook for order book
growth for Dilip Buildcon?
The new government has made it very clear that infrastructure is going to be a main focus,
and they will progressively work towards its development. In the past two years, they are using
a three-pronged approach to push road development in the country. First, they have kick
started stuck projects by addressing the causes for their delay & taking bold decisions quickly.
Second, they have carefully identified new highways to be built based on their traffic & designed
the financial mechanism accordingly. Third, they have tried to simplify & reduce the regulatory
approvals required. Over the last two years, the ministry’s performance under transport
minister Nitin Gadkari’s leadership has worked wonders for the industry & we see it only
getting better.
As a company we don’t chase order book growth. Our strategy is always to bag good projects
at good prices. Also we keep a healthy two & a half year outlook on our orders so we are always
in a comfortable position even if we lose out orders. Currently our gross order book stands at
over ` 16000.00 crore which we will execute over the next two years or so. We hope with the
continued push from the government for the sector we can continue to expand our business.
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delivery of majority of our projects. It’s a matter of great
personal satisfaction when we get accolades for our
performance from all our stakeholders. What’s also very
unique is that we have won early completion bonuses on
almost all of our Annuity/BOT projects, a feat that no
other construction company in the country can boast of.
All of this has become possible as we have carefully laid out
processes which are all part of the company’s DNA now.
Firstly, we go through a rigorous process of checking
all aspects of the project when we bid for it so that we
can accurately identify the positives & the pitfalls. Once
we win a project, we thoroughly check all the
assumptions made during the bidding & focus on
improving those. Then for execution we have specialized
teams that handle different phases of the business
effectively and efficiently. We own all the equipment
that we use so that there is no breakdown. We also have
our full time trained employees to run these equipment.
To sum it up we are vertically integrated to the core
which in result provides us total control over our
projects. Finally, we monitor all aspects of our projects
on a daily basis that eventually leads to our projects
being completed on or before time.

What is the part played by infrastructure in
transforming India from a developing nation to a
developed country and economy?
Infrastructure is the most important factor in
improving any country’s economic growth. Roads,
railways, port, power are all the pillars of a modern
economy. Infrastructure development not only helps
in the improvement of production, transportation,
and communication, but it also attracts & provides
economic incentives to public and private sector
participants. The growth of a country depends on the
availability of a reliable and high-quality infrastructure
that proves to be crucial for industrial maturity and in
turn makes firms more competitive. China is a great
example of this transformation. India can also achieve
that kind of economic independence & dominance if
the government focuses on it continuously.
Dilip Buildcon has become synonymous with timely
delivery in a sector infamous for enormous delays,
how do you manage to do this project after project?
We pride ourselves on being well known for early
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From humble beginnings to one of the renowned
construction companies on the rise, what are the
challenges you faced on the way and how did you
overcome them?
As a business you face challenges every day. Also
there are always unknown obstacles whenever you try
to build something that’s unique. Our style & model is
very different from everyone else in the sector so the
first big challenge was how are we going to do what we
wanted to do & how will we set the required systems &
processes for it & how will we monitor the entire
excercise. Then convincing all our stakeholders of our
business model initially was always a challenge. But
nothing in life is without challenges & we have always
fought the set convention. From convincing the
government to using more innovative designs &
materials to convincing our financiers on the model
that we follow, the only way we have been successful is
though persistence & determination. The philosophy
is don’t take no for an answer & try to address the
stakeholder’s concern through data.
What is the management mantra behind the success of
Dilip Buildcon?
Our success is a result of effective multi-tasking :
from taking challenges & finding unique innovative
solutions to making quick decisions & empowering our
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employees. Our guiding philosophy is do the best that
you can in the shortest possible time using the most
innovative solutions while keeping in mind the interests
of all stakeholders. In our experience when you are fair
& build honest long lasting relationships with your
stakeholders whether it’s your employees or your clients
you set the base for a strong successful enterprise.
Timely delivery adds up to a lot of coherence between
different departments which need to work in unison,
how do you manage this important aspect?
The most important aspect of timely delivery is a well
oiled machine. In the regard DBL has been a pioneer &
innovator. We have first identified the different verticals
& created specialized teams for them. Then we have
empowered the employees at each level & put in place
strong controls & policies. We have also put in strong
motivation tools & are always open to suggestions from
our employees to improve the system. Finally there is a
very robust monitoring system which tracks the progress
of the projects & the teams on a daily basis so that course
correction can be taken immediately.
To be able to run a construction company effectively
ensures that costing has to be precise; right from
management of human resource to purchase of
construction equipments, how do you get it right?
Yes, there are a million things that need to all
perfectly fall in place for any successful business.
Construction is even trickier because not only it
involves so many moving parts which are at remote
areas but also because it is the most heavily regulated
sector in India. Having said that the most important
asset for any business is its employees. So if you get the
right people & empower them you can achieve what
you set out for. We focus on building robust systems &
policies & hire young and eager minds who espouse
the same values as our company & train them as
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specialists. We are very proud of the fact that our
employees also see the company as family & there is
very little attrition.
You have one of the largest construction equipment
fleet in India. How do you maintain them in robust
condition and ensure timely maintenance, utility, fuel
efficiency and work output?
First of all we buy equipment from only the best
global manufacturers such as Wirtgen, Caterpillar,
Metso, Ashok leyland etc for all of whom we are the
largest customers in India. When we purchase
equipment we also enter into a contract of full support
& training for our employees. Training our employees
is very important as they will run the machine on a
daily basis & they need to understand how to run it
most efficiently. Usually the equipment company sets
up a dedicated support team to handle DBL just
because of our size. Besides all of this, we also have
GPS tracking systems installed in all our machines,
which provides us with detailed data about the vehicle’s
fuel efficiency and usage of the engine. DBL is the only
construction company in the country which uses this
technology. All this data helps us in evaluating the
work output of each equipment and keep them in a
sound condition. Which in turn leads to timely
maintenance, utility & fuel efficiency.
As a successful enterprise what would you say is the
role of latest technology and expertise in ensuring
your project is world class, how do you impart it in the
projects you undertake?
We are one of the most innovative companies in our
sector & we are always keen on trying new technologies.
Our experience indicates that by using advanced
technologies, we can get crucial data & efficiently manage
complex and technically challenging projects. Our success
in part depends, on the ability to quickly adapt to emerging
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technological standards and
practices for a cost-effective and
timely completion. As a
company we are always on the
lookout
for
interesting
innovation happening in the
sector & continuously update
our existing systems and develop
new technologies for our
projects.
Can you cite some cases where the use of modern
construction technology has been adopted to leverage
economic benefits and timely delivery?
There are so in-numerous examples where we have
seen the benefit of modern technology. Let me give
you a few - One problem that we were facing when we
were growing was how to track our employees on our
remote sites. So we got mobile biometric systems &
put a person in charge to ensure that all employees are
on the site. This has led to very effective capturing of
employee data & catching rogue elements. Another
example was when we imported the first sand classifier
to India. This equipment makes sand from stone dust
by removing undesired particles. We moved away from
buying sand from outside which was usually mined
from river beds & started manufacturing sand in
house. This was. nor only very cost effective & reliable
but also environmentally better.
Dilip Buildcon eyes ` 6,000 crore revenue by FY
2018, how do you plan to achieve that?
If you look at the history of our company you will
find that we are the fastest growing construction
company in India in the last 09 years with almost 66%
Compound Annual Growth Rate. Today we are also
the largest road construction company in India. Our
current gross order stands at over ` 16000 crore with a
two year plus outlook. This year we will close around
` 4000 crore so you can safely assume with the current
orders in hand & a very tempered revenue growth of
25% every year we will get to that mark.
Currently which are your core markets in India?
Which are the other verticals in your radar?
We have presence in 15 states of India. This is from
Himachal Pradesh to Karnataka which is about 70% of
land mass of India. In all these states we work primarily
in road construction. However in the last two years we
have diversified into other verticals such as specialized
bridges, dams, canals, water supply, urban
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redevelopment & mining. We
are very optimistic about some
other verticals too & are
looking at metro & rail
projects for the future.
You have bagged a contract to
construct the cable bridge in
Goa for which you have
partnered with Ukrainian firm
MostobudivelnyiZahin
(MBZ) Tell us about this development.
The contract is worth INR 545.40 crores from Morth
(Ministry of Road Transport and Highways). The order
is to build a 640 meter long eight – lane cable- stayed
bridge across the Zuari River in Goa. We have joined
hands with a Ukrainian company, MostobudivelnyiZahin
(MBZ) who has 30% stake respectively & have plenty of
experience in construction of cable suspension bridges.
The completion period of cable suspension bridge is 36
months. It is our first project in Goa, and we are
extremely glad to have bagged this prestigious project
and hope that we can complete the project before time.
There are around 4 to 5 cable suspension bridges built
on a large scale in India, and this would be the second
largest cable bridge lengthwise in the country after
Vidyasagar Setu in Kolkata.
What have been your other notable projects (including
irrigation and urban development projects) till date and
which are the ones which are waiting in the pipeline?
Under the irrigation business, we build canals and
dams. We entered into this business in Financial Year
2014 to take advantage of the increasing opportunities
in this area. We recognized the revenue of 100.23Crores
and 129.14 from this business for Financial Year 2015
and in the six months ended September 30, 2015. We
had undertaken three EPC irrigation projects in
Madhya Pradesh. Our order book for these projects
amounted to 814.14Crores as of September 30, 2015,
accounting for 7.88 % of our total order book. In our
urban development business, we undertake
redevelopment and re-densification of government
housing and build residential units under affordable
housing schemes and other structures in group water
supply schemes relating to irrigation or water supply
for agricultural purposes. We entered into this business
in Financial Year 2013, and we have recognized revenue
of 126.01 Crores and 74.50 Crores from this business
for Financial Year 2015 and in the six months ended
September 30, 2015.

